
2 March, 2006 

Unto the populace of Atlantia, greetings from Alisoun MacCoul of Elphane, Golden Dolphin Herald!  

The Laurel Office has notified us of the results of its considerations at the meetings in November, 2005. 
These results were conveyed in a letter received in Atlantia on 17 February, 2006.  

ACCEPTANCES:  

The following items were REGISTERED by the Laurel Office: 

Allastair Sterling. Device. Argent, a cross of Cleves and on a chief azure, a 
fox courant argent. 

Angus Ó Coileáin. Device. Per saltire Or and gules, in pale two thistles and 
in fess two lions combatant, all counterchanged.   

Annora Hall. Device. Gules, a dragonfly and a gore argent.   
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Bright Hills, Barony of. Badge. Per bend sinister sable and azure, on a heart 
argent a decrescent sable. 

Diego Lopes de Toledo. Name and device. Argent, on a bend gules between a 
cross patonce azure and a frog vert three scimitars palewise argent.   

Elena di Salaparuta. Change of device. Vert, a gillyflower and on a chief Or 
three bunches of grapes purpure.   

Elena di Salaparuta. Badge. Per bend sinister Or and vert, a bunch of 
grapes bendwise sinister purpure and a gillyflower Or. 
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Estienne de Condé. Name and device. Argent, three falcons vert.   

Geoffrey de la Beche. Device. Per pale azure and gules, on a pile Or a 
cypress tree proper.  Originally blazoned as a beech tree, the Laurel staff 
modified the blazon to a cypress tree because they felt that the depiction of the 
tree on the emblazon was too conical for a beech tree.  (Though the submitter 
desired a tree that played in the blazon upon his registered name, it is the 
picture that is registered not the verbal description.) 

Hawkwood, Barony of. Name for the Award of the Silver Wings of 
Hawkwood. 

Juliane Condie. Name.  Because the submitter had requested authenticity for 
Elizabethan England, the Laurel staff modified the name from the submitted 
form Julianne de Condé which was documented as French. 

Katharina von Bayern. Device. Azure, a two-headed eagle Or charged on 
the breast with a lozenge azure and on a chief Or three lozenges azure.   

Marmaduke Constable. Name.  

Matthew of Marinus. Device. Sable, a bend between two mullets of eight 
points Or.   

Millicent Chandler. Change of name from Melissent d’Artois. 

Rhys Cantor. Name.  
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Siegfried Sebastian Faust. Change of device. Azure, a crossbow inverted 
argent.  His old device (“Per bend sinister azure and vair-en-pointe, in dexter 
chief a flamberge bendwise sinister inverted argent.”)is now a badge. 

Tir-y-Don, Barony of. Name and badge for the Order of the Skate.  
(Fieldless) A manta ray tergiant sable grasping in its tail a sheaf of arrows 
Or.  The name had been submitted as the Order of the Sable Skate.  In 
registering the order name, the Laurel staff ruled again that the current 
precedent bans the use of heraldic tinctures with English charge names in 
order names, a ban that had been under discussion at the time the order 
name was submitted.  Because the submitters allowed changes, the Laurel 
staff felt that they did not have to return the order name and could register it 
as either the Order of the Black Skate or the Order of the Skate and felt that 
simply dropping the adjective was less intrusive than changing it.  The 
Laurel staff also made a distinction between a manta ray and a skate in 
appearance and so changed the blazon to match their interpretation of the emblazon.  They also noted 
that there is a specifically period depiction of a skate in the Macclesfield Psalter dated to 1330 at 
www.fitzmuseum.cam.ac.uk/gallery/macclesfield/gallery.html and suggested that the Barony could 
register that depiction if it desired to keep the term skate. 

Wolfgang Monnich von Luppin. Device. Checky argent and sable, on a pale 
gules three crosses formy argent.  This device was approved at the November, 
2006, Laurel meeting, but was omitted from the letter received on 17 February.  
However, the Laurel staff has confirmed via email that it was registered in 
November and a note to that effect will appear with the letter from Laurel 
issued in conjunction with the December acceptances and returns.   

RETURNS:  

The following item was RETURNED by the Laurel Office:  

Lidia de Ragusa.  Device.  Per bend sinister bevilled azure and argent, a sun in 
splendor Or and a fox passant azure.  This armory was returned by the Laurel 
staff on stylistic grounds because of a precedent — unmentioned in previous 
returns — limiting the use of the bevilled line of division to cases where 
identical types of charges are on either side of the line of division.   

Your servant, 

Alisoun 

http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=per+bend
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=sinister
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=azure
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=vair
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=dexter+chief
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=dexter+chief
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=bendwise+sinister
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=inverted
http://oanda.sca.org/cgi-bin/glossary.cgi?p=argent

